Marrow: A Love Story

The author of the New York Times
bestseller Broken Open returns with a
visceral and profound memoir of two
sisters who, in the face of a bone marrow
transplantone the donor and one the
recipientbegin a quest for acceptance,
authenticity, and most of all, love.A
mesmerizing and courageous memoir: the
story of two sisters uncovering the depth of
their love through the life-and-death
experience of a bone marrow transplant.
Throughout her life, Elizabeth Lesser has
sought understanding about what it means
to be true to oneself and, at the same time,
truly connected to the ones we love. But
when her sister Maggie needs a bone
marrow transplant to save her life, and
Lesser learns that she is the perfect match,
she faces a far more immediate and
complex question about what it really
means to lovehonestly, generously, and
authentically. Hoping to give Maggie the
best chance possible for a successful
transplant, the sisters dig deep into the
marrow of their relationship to clear a path
to unconditional acceptance. They leave
the bone marrow transplant up to the
doctors, but take on what Lesser calls a
soul marrow transplant, examining their
family
history,
having
difficult
conversations, examining old assumptions,
and offering forgiveness until all that is left
is love for each others true selves. Their
processbefore, during, and after the
transplantencourages them to take risks of
authenticity in other aspects their lives.But
life does not follow the storylines we plan
for it. Maggies body is ultimately too weak
to fight the relentless illness. As she and
Lesser prepare for the inevitable, they grow
ever closer as their shared blood cells
become a symbol of the enduring bond
they share. Told with suspense and humor,
Marrow is joyous and heartbreaking,
incandescent and profound. The story
reveals how even our most difficult
experiences can offer unexpected spiritual
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growth. Reflecting on the multifaceted
nature of lovelove of other, love of self,
love of the worldMarrow is an unflinching
and beautiful memoir about getting to the
very center of ourselves.

Marrow: A Love Story is a memoir by New York Times bestselling author, Elizabeth Lesser due out in the Fall of 2016.
- 2 min - Uploaded by Book Studio 16The author of the New York Times bestseller Broken Open returns with a visceral
and profound In this profound and ultimately uplifting memoir, Omega Institute cofounder Lesser (Broken Open)
shares the experience of becoming herThe author of the New York Times best seller Broken Open returns with a
visceral and profound memoir of two sisters who, in the face of a bone marrow A mesmerizing and courageous memoir:
the story of two sisters uncovering the depth of their love through the life-and-death experience of a Marrow: A Love
Story book talks with Elizabeth Lesser, Monday, October 10, 7 p.m. free, Kleinert/James Center for Performing Arts, 34
TinkerElizabeth Lesser - Marrow: A Love Story. Event date: Thursday, October 13, 2016 - 6:00pm. Event address: 6422
Montgomery Street. Rhinebeck, NY 12572. Elizabeth Lesser discusses and signs Marrow: A Love Story. The author of
the New York Times bestseller Broken Open returns with a visceralOmega cofounder Elizabeth Lesser reads an excerpt
from her book, Marrow: A Love Story.Marrow: A Love Story Elizabeth Lesser ISBN: 9780062367631 Kostenloser
Versand fur alle Bucher mit Versand und Verkauf duch Amazon.A visceral and profound memoir from the author of
New York Times bestseller Broken Open - in Marrow Elizabeth Lesser learns she is a perfect donor match forExcerpted
with permission from Marrow: A Love Story by Elizabeth Lesser. (Harper Wave, a Division of Harper Collins
September 2016). I HAVE NOT USEDBuy Marrow: A Love Story by Elizabeth Lesser (ISBN: 9780062367631) from
Amazons Book Store. Everyday low prices and free delivery on eligible orders.Compre o livro Marrow: A Love Story
na : confira as ofertas para livros em ingles e importados.
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